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Clinical experience shows that the effective concentrations of a total oligodynamic Ag+ in
vivo must assure the target tissue load of from 1 ppm to 10 ppm, namely required a
picoscalar Ag+ content, that is from 10-6M to 10-5M in solution. We present an analysis of
the interaction mechanisms between Ag+ and BSA molecule in solution, at constant
BSA:Ag stoichiometry, by time-dependent UV-Vis absorbance recording. Time evolution
of the effect of bonded Ag+ at BSA sites has two steeps: first one of binding to protein
molecule and second one of competitive Ag-Ag specific interaction that favorises metallic
clustered formations with size stabilized by the double layer potential generated by anions
protein adsorption on the Ag seeds surface. Finally, the solution contains some Ag
nanoparticles as core-shell type, Ag-BSA capped layer. Ag clusters formation is favorized
by the Ag excess delivered by the UV photodegradation of the Ag complexes. The
bioactivity is substituted by toxicity for a critical size of initial Ag clusters, that essentially
depends on the Ag+ concentration in solution. The large size seeds is not assimilated with
biological medium.
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1.Introduction
Since ancient times, antimicrobial effects of silver and its compounds were known and
used, but hardly on the ninetheenth century end it has been established that only oligodynamic
silver is biologically active, namely oligodynamic ion (Ag+) content has great efficiency in viral
and bacterial conditions. At nanotechnology era, the modern methods perform the oligodynamic
nano-Ag sources used as a powerful, both the antimicrobial agent and preventative against most
human infections, due to surface area and surface energy thermodynamics [1,2]. Clinical
experience shows that the effective concentrations of a total oligodynamic Ag+ in vivo must
assure the target tissue oad of from 1 ppm to 10 ppm, namely required a picoscalar Ag+ content,
that is from 10-6M to 10-5M in solution [3]. The most biologically useful picoscalar Ag+ speciation
is the colloidal silver hydrosol that improves the safety and efficacy on the Therapeutic Index of
Ag+ activity [4]. Both the charge and very low size assure in vivo great mobility of the Ag+
inclusive by the cellular membrane channels, but the antimicrobial efficiency is due to their
specific interactions with the target molecule (e.g., bacteria) that bring in their complexation and
influence both their conformational and functional stability [5]. On the other hand, the clinical
practice shows that the efficiency is time dependent, so that a small dose must be administered for
long time, while a fast efficiency is obtained using any high doses that increase the risk of large
sediments with toxic effects. Most advanced medical applications use Ag nanoparticles with
specific characteristics that can be synthesized and stabilized in vivo by peptides, proteins, DNA,
and chemical or biological polymers [6].
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In vivo interactions between the Ag+ and the biomolecules, as seric albumines, enzymes,
bring in their decoration by binding and consequently, in their reactivity increasing by notable
configurational and functional changes [7]. In both the human and animal biological medium, the
seric albumines are the most abundant and main proteins that transport both the oxygen and drug.
The strength of the tertiary structure that assures normal function of proteins, is provided by a
specific disulphides bonds (S-S) number. Referring to BSA, then the physiological environmental
conditions and the binding of ligands change the molecule shape breaking some disulphide bonds,
this regains easily its native shape reestablishing these bridges [8].
It is known that the heavy metal ions, as Hg2+, Pb2+, Ag+1, Tl+1, Cd2+, with high affinity for
sulfur form metal-sulfur bond that is stronger than bonds with other functional groups as amines,
carboxylic acids, alchohols and phosphors of protein molecule [9]. The interaction between the
Ag+ and proteins is mainly due to their affinity for sulfur, so that the Ag+ neighbourhood induces
the S-S bond cleavage and consequently any the molecule conformational changes associated with
his physical and functional properties changes [10]. According to the structural chemistry of the
Ag+, this has a pronounced nitrophylic character, so that forms numerous nitrogen atoms
coordination complexes [11].
The Ag+ has high affinity for other donor functional groups of the proteins, as that with
nitrogen –NH2 , N-C, or –COOH, -CO groups, forming via covalent bonds a large range of Ag
complexes. These are resistent towards visible leight, but after the exposure to UV radiation, are
photodegradaded delivering metallic Ag that forms a colloid suspension of nanosized particles
[12].
Although with low rate, the exposure to UV radiation enhances breaking of the Ag
complexes, followed by photoreduction of Ag+ to Ag and seeds deposition [13,14]. These seeds
are clusters that may evoluate on two ways. First way, whitout other oxidized agents adding, the
seeds become nanodevices as core- shell, here Ag-BSA that may be used, for exemple, as
biosensors for recognizance of a target molecule, by the significant RET couplage Fӧrster distance
increase [15]. The nanodevices efficiency for this function depends to oxidized agent, so that, e.g.,
for the HIV or Ecoli as target the efficiency of Ag-BSA is lower that than of AgPVP(poly(vinylpyrrolidone)) nanodevices [16]. Moreover, the seeds aggregation is favorized by
the Ag specific property named argentophilicity [17] consisting to strong Ag-Ag interaction with
UAg-Ag = 20 kJ/mol energy bond.
Second way, the initial Ag seeds, with sizes and shape depending on the Ag+ concentration
in solution, play rôle of germs for the particle growth by photoreduction process.
It is known that the Ag nanosized exhibits stronger and sharper plasmon resonance peaks
than other metals(e.g., gold)[18]. The plasmon mode frequency depends on environment and for a
given solvent, depends on both the nanoparticles shape and size. Then the size increases, the
plasmon frequency shifts to longer wavelength [19]. By irradiation with the wavelenght
associated to the seed plasmonic electronic mode frequency, the photovoltage created on the seed
attracts the Ag+ ions to cathode and their reduction greatly enhances the rate deposition to Ag
(prisms or hexagonal) nanocrystals [13,14]. Growth efficiency depends on solvent environmental
because the Ag+ traped by nanoparticle photovoltage must penetrate the double electrical layer of
Ag coated seeds. Spherical Ag nanoparticles with average size of 3 to 8 nm seeds by Ag+
reduction have been detected for 10-5 to 10-6M AgNO3 in solution [20].
We present an analysis of the interaction mechanisms between Ag+ and BSA molecule in
solution, at constant BSA:Ag stoichiometry, by time-dependent UV-Vis absorbance recording.
Time evolution of the effect of bonded Ag+ at BSA sites has two steeps: first one of binding to
protein molecule and second one of competitive Ag-Ag specific interaction that favorises metallic
clustered formations with size stabilized by the double layer potential generated by anions protein
adsorption on the Ag seeds surface. Finally, the solution contains some Ag nanoparticles as coreshell type, Ag-BSA capped layer.
As above comments, the Ag clusters formation is favorized by the Ag excess delivered by
the UV photodegradation of the Ag complexes [13,14]. The bioactivity is substituted by toxicity
for a critical size of initial Ag clusters, that essentially depends on the Ag+ concentration in
solution. The large size seeds is not assimilated with biological medium.
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We have choose the BSA protein molecule because is like as homologus human serum
albumin (HSA), is most abundat protein in blood plasma helps in transport of drugs and ligands,
but has low cost, availability and high affinity for metal ions.
2.BSA-Ag binding considerations
2.1. Ag+ - S-S interaction
Disulfide S-S is a covalent bond formed by oxidation breaking of functional sulfhydril (or
thiol) groups (SH ) in keeping with equation (R  SH )  (R '  SH )  R  S  S  R ' ,
where R and R ' are cysteine residues. According to the cysteines position belong to distinct
protein molecules or the same protein chain, the S-S bonds are interchain or intrachain. Both the
inter- and intrachain S-S bonds type have been categorised as structural, catalytic or allosteric,
according to their folding and stabilization of proteins rôle, regulation of their enzymatic activity
or function flexibility, respectively [10]. BSA is a single polypeptide whose molecule contains
582 amino-acids residues among that 35 are cysteine residues. In native physiological conditions,
the secondary structure of molecule is stabilized by 17 intrachain cysteine-cysteine S-S bonds
resulting in 9 loops delimited by the bridges S-S, while one cysteine is outside residue exposing a
strong reactiv free thiol (SH ) group [20,21]. By chemical treatment of BSA, e.g., adding of
sodium borohidride (NaBH4) as reduced agent, most its S-S bonds are converted to (SH ) groups,
so that new denaturated dBSA molecule has more reactivity [22].
Due to the Ag+ ion high affinity to S, the bonding Ag-S prevails to S-S bonding. For
exemple, from the SERS spectrum of the self-assambled monolayer of diphenyldisulfide (DDS) on
polycristalline Ag film, the frequencies associated to lateral S-S bonds (~ 340cm 1 ) disappear,
while appear the frequencies associated to the vertical S-Ag bond (~ 1571cm 1 ) [23]). The strong
coordination Ag---S-R on the one hand and the strong Ag-S affinity on the other hand, produce a
long-chain of inorganic compounds (S  Ag  S) , flanked by self-assambled biomolecules
layers [24].
Molecule shape modified by the reduction of the S-S bridges number and breaking of
some 9 loops, is one linear with large exposure area to solvent and lower electrophoretic mobility
[25].The molecular conformational change improves orientational dielectric relaxation processes
of both the protein molecule and solvent, so that the kinetics shows long time (up to ~ 300min )
hysteresis effects. This feature must be considered for based drug Ag metabolism and
transportation because binding by metal ion can make the drug more active and less toxic [26]. In
Ag case, one source of toxicity is the Ag seeds aggregation by strong Ag-Ag interaction. Besides
the antimicrobial effect of the Ag+ to BSA sites, this is used as selective Ag+ probe. So that, for
exemple, the fluorecence of the water-soluble CdSe capped by BSA is quenched by Ag+
neighbouhood [27]. The strongest protein interactions with Ag+ that involve the thiol-bearing
cysteine residues of BSA, stabilize Ag nanoparticles of 2-3 nm in diameter [16].
2.2. Ag-Ag intraction
The strong interaction Ag+ - SH results in a linear di-coordinate complexes
(S  Ag  S) , that can link through Ag-Ag interaction, Fig.1.a., and aggregate to form Ag
colloid suspensions of nano-size particles, or Ag clusters, that for high level Ag+ concentration,
seed in solution [28].
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Fig.1.Evolution outline of the Ag+ concentration in BSA buffer solution after UV
exposure: (a) Ag  S(BSA ) complexes linkage by Ag-Ag interaction; (b) Ag clusters
growth by excess photodegradation delivered Ag-Ag interaction; (c) Ag small
cluster isomers[30] ; d) interaction between Ag nanoparticles capped with BSA
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Moreover, an Ag quantity is delivered in solution by photodegradation of others weakly
bound Ag complexes. The Ag aggregates formation is favorized by the specific metallophilic AgAg interaction resulting in Ag-Ag dimer with the energy bond U AgAg  20kJ / mol and the
interatomic distance d  2.88 Å [12], while the bulk Ag lattice parameter is a  4.07 Å. Although
the energy bond U AgS  217kJ / mol [29] is of ten time more than U Ag Ag , the aggregation to
nanoparticles as Ag cluters by Ag-Ag interaction is competitive due to abundance of Ag delivered
by Ag complexes photodegradation(Fig.1.b.). Smaller size of a Ag lowest-energy configuration
cluster is n  6 and has three isomers, Fig1.c [30].
Clusters average size is stabilized by the electrical double layer generated by the
neighbourhood of BSA molecules in solution, so that a new phase of Ag nanoparticles
BSA (SH ) -capped Ag nanoparticles appears, Fig.1. d. For the same (SH ) source, the
BSA (SH ) -capped Ag nanoparticles have contact-free distribution or become nanoparticles
aggregates, depending on their concentration. It is resonable to consider that for low
(oligodynamic limit) initial Ag+concentration, after to UV exposure small BSA (SH ) -capped Ag
nanoparticles are obtained, so that the interparticle distance DPP >>2Lthiol and the interparticles
interaction is canceled.
3. Experimental results
We present an analysis of the time-depending UV spectra of the
5  10 M [BSA : Ag] : [1:1] solution recorded in the wavelength range of (200  600)nm , at
certain time intervals in time range of (0  300) minutes. Solution were prepared adding BSA with
electrophoretic purity purchased from Sigma Laboratories and silver nitrate p.a. (AgNO3) from
Reactivul Laboratories as precoursor of Ag+ in the phosphate buffer solution with the
pH  (7  7.4) . Spectra were recorded as difference absorbance spectra beetwen
5

Absorbance [a.u.]

5  105 M [BSA : Ag] : [1:1] sample cell and 5  105 M [BSA ] reference cell using a Perkin Elmer
Lambda 35 Spectrofotometer, considering as origine time (t  0 min) the starting moment of the
first spectrum, in ambiental conditions. At first, in Fig.2 we present the UV absorbance spectra
recorded in the same conditions, as integral spectrum for pure BSA / air (1) and
[BSA : Ag] / air (2), and as difference spectrum for [BSA : Ag] / BSA (3) buffer solutions.
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Fig. 2. The UV-absorbance spectra: (1) BSA / air solution ; (2) [BSA : Ag] / air solution;
(3) [BSA : Ag] / BSA solution
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In Fig.3 we present the difference absorbance spectra recorded for several time moments
of (0  300) minutes range, considering every time value as spectrum starting moment.
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Fig. 3. The time-depending UV difference absorbance spectrum of the

5  105 M [BSA : Ag] : [1:1] solution. The narrows show the increasing time

4. Discussions

All the three spectra (Fig.2), show both the specific at ~ 280nm peak and ~ 240nm
intrinsec absorbance edge of BSA due to their amide groups electronic transitions, but with
different features for [BSA : Ag] solution. Thus, the ~ 280nm peak absorbance of the
[BSA : Ag] solution is lowered, while below 240nm the absorbance of the [BSA : Ag] solution is
greater than that for BSA solution. Moreover, the [BSA : Ag] / BSA difference spectrum has a
pronounced peak at ~ 240nm . Accommoding the Beer-Lambert law to the absorbance (A) time
dependence (Fig.3), the rate constant of each peak evolution has been obtained as the slope of the
linear fitting time dependence of logA. So that, while the 280nm peak intensity decreases with rate
constant k 280  8.53  106 s 1 , the 240nm peak decreases fastly with the rate constant
k 240  4.3  105 s 1 .
It is known that the 280nm peak represents the characteristic absorbance of the
hydrophobic chromophore residues tryptophan(Try) and tyrosine(Tyr) occupying interior sites of
the native BSA molecule. Intensity decrease of this peak both for the single absorbance
[BSA : Ag] solution spectrum and for difference absorbance [BSA : Ag] / BSA successive spectra,
evidences any changes of the chromophore residues exposure to solvent induced by
conformational changes of BSA molecule due to the binding of the Ag+ with side-chain protein
groups [31]. The 240nm absorbance peak proofs the existence of any Ag complexes
photoexcitated with this wavelength, and the intensity decrease of each successive spectrum,
shows that the absorbent centers number decreases also. Influence of the BSA molecule
deformation is slowly because the binding of the Ag+ to their (SH ) free group enhaces longtime hysteresis processes specific to biomolecules dynamics [7]. Contrary, the photodegradation of
the complexes formed by binding Ag+ to others side-chain groups followed by Ag+ to Ag
conversion, is fastly and favorises Ag seeds. These considerations support the value of 5  6 for
the k 240 / k 280 ratio. Moreover, we can estimate the thermodynamics parameters of both the
conformational change of BSA molecule and Ag seeds deposition, using their rate constants, k 280
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and k 240 , respectively. Thus, in the first-order kinetics approximation, the process equilibrium
hk 280( 240)
constants is K 280( 240) 
and the corresponding free energy Gibbs variation is
k BT
hk 280( 240)
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, h is
G 280( 240)  RT ln K 280( 240)  RT ln
k BT
Planck’s constant and R is the universal gas constant.
On the other hand,
G 280( 240)  H 280( 240)  TS280( 240) where H 280( 240) and S280( 240) are the enthalpy and entropy
variations for each process, at the same temperature T . The positive obtained values,
G 280  102.24kJ / mol and G 240  98.52kJ / mol proof that both the conformational change of
BSA molecule and Ag seeds aggregation are activated by the exposure to UV. Because for
isothermal conditions the enthalpy variation is unchanged, results that both the processes occur
mainly with entropy variation, S 280  0 and S 240  0 , but S280  S240 .
The loss configurational entropy after BSA molecule complexation by binding Ag+ to
other than (SH ) group is greatest than that for Ag+ -SH bond, and consequently the molecule
returns fast to equilibrium conformation, while more stable Ag+ - S-R bond plays rôle of germ
for Ag seeds aggregation.
Ag colloidal seeds are small clusters those structural, chemical, termodynamic, electronic
and optical properties depend essentialy on both their size (atoms number) and shape [32]. In
point of optical, the presence of the small particles in solution may be proofed by the surface
plasmon electronic mode specific to their size and shape. Moreover, the spectral shift of this
surface mode from the bulk value (~ 340nm) is associated to size and shape changes, e.g., an the
average diameter increase produces a red-shift [14,32]. Time-dependent absorbance spectrum in
the surface plasmon mode wavelength range is shown in Fig.4 .
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Fig. 4. The time-depending UV difference absorbance spectrum of the

5  105 M [BSA : Ag] : [1:1] solution in spectral range of Ag nanoparticles
surface plasmon mode

Successive absorbance increases and a should profiled at (~ 340nm) after one hour (62
minutes) shifts to (~ 350nm) after two hours (121 minutes). This small but discernable absorbance
increase indicates the formation of smallest Ag clusters, while the long after a (300 minutes)
attenuation is due to his coverage of BSA shell via the above described Ag+ -SH interaction.
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Both the 280nm and 240nm absorbance properties characterise the [BSA : Ag] solution
system for low (oligodynamic) Ag+ concentration values. For high precoursor of Ag+
concentration in solution (~ 104 M of AgNO 3 ) [13] and using either reagents, oxidized or
capped agents [18], the small colloidal seeds are converted to large nanocrystalline clusters, with
plasmon excitations tunnable in both perpendicular and plane mode [13,14].
5. Conclusions
Ag biological activity for oligodynamic Ag+ concentration consists to both that of the
charged Ag+ and neutral (or partial neutral) nanoparticles as small clusters capped with BSA. The
Ag+ activity is due to their high affinity for sulfur, binding either free (SH ) side-chain group or SS bond of a target protein molecule, while the Ag nanoparticles are stabilized by a protein shell.
While the UV exposure reduces the Ag+ activity by Ag complexes photodegration and seeds
deposition, the embeded Ag nanoparticles have specific interactions with target molecule via their
expounded specific surface plasmon mode. Use the antimicrobial effect of oligodynamic Ag+ must
take in attention the slow conversion (~one hour) of the Ag+ content to Ag nanoparticles.
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